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The parent of a function is the frame in which it was defined.

Every local frame has a parent frame (often global).

The parent of a frame is the parent of the function called.
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When a function is defined:

Create a function value:  \texttt{func <name>(<\text{formal parameters}>)} [parent=<\text{label}>]

Its parent is the current frame.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{example.png}
\caption{An example of an environment diagram with a function definition.}
\end{figure}
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Its parent is the current frame.

\begin{verbatim}
f1: make_adder  \texttt{func adder(k) [parent=f1]}
\end{verbatim}

Bind \texttt{<name>} to the function value in the current frame
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When a function is defined:

Create a function value:  \( \text{func } <\text{name}>(<\text{formal parameters}>) \ [\text{parent}=<\text{label}>] \)

Its parent is the current frame.

\[
\begin{align*}
f1: \text{make_adder} & \quad \text{func adder}(k) \ [\text{parent}=f1] \\
\end{align*}
\]

Bind \(<\text{name}>\) to the function value in the current frame

When a function is called:

1. Add a local frame, titled with the \(<\text{name}>\) of the function being called.

2. Copy the parent of the function to the local frame:  \([\text{parent}=<\text{label}>]\)
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When a function is defined:
Create a function value:  \texttt{func <name>\!(<formal parameters>)} \ [parent=<label>]
Its parent is the current frame.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{f1: make\_adder}
  \item \texttt{func adder\!(k)} \ [parent=f1]
\end{itemize}

Bind <name> to the function value in the current frame

When a function is called:
1. Add a local frame, titled with the <name> of the function being called.
2. Copy the parent of the function to the local frame: \ [parent=<label>]
3. Bind the <formal parameters> to the arguments in the local frame.
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When a function is defined:

Create a function value: `func <name>(<formal parameters>) [parent=<label>]`

Its parent is the current frame.

```
f1: make_adder  func adder(k) [parent=f1]
```

Bind `<name>` to the function value in the current frame.

When a function is called:

1. Add a local frame, titled with the `<name>` of the function being called.

2. Copy the parent of the function to the local frame: `[parent=<label>]`

3. Bind the `<formal parameters>` to the arguments in the local frame.

4. Execute the body of the function in the environment that starts with the local frame.
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Local Names are not Visible to Other (Non-Nested) Functions

```
1 def f(x, y):
2     return g(x)
3
4 def g(a):
5     return a + y

7 result = f(1, 2)
```

“y” is not found, again

“y” is not found

- An environment is a sequence of frames.
Local Names are not Visible to Other (Non-Nested) Functions

```
def f(x, y):
    return g(x)

de g(a):
    return a + y

result = f(1, 2)
```

- An environment is a sequence of frames.
- The environment created by calling a top-level function (no def within def) consists of one local frame, followed by the global frame.
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```python
1 def square(x):
2     return x * x
3
4 def make_adder(n):
5     def adder(k):
6         return k + n
7         return adder
8
9 def compose1(f, g):
10    def h(x):
11        return f(g(x))
12        return h
13
14 compose1(square, make_adder(2))(3)
```
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>>> x = 10
An expression: this one evaluates to a number

>>> square = x * x
Also an expression: evaluates to a function

>>> square = lambda x: x * x
Important: No "return" keyword!
A function
with formal parameter x
that returns the value of "x * x"

>>> square(4)
16
Must be a single expression

Lambda expressions are not common in Python, but important in general.
Lambda expressions in Python cannot contain statements at all!
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